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The Editors
Head and Face Medicine

Dear Editor

RE: MS: 3766301402736781 ‘The nature of fibrous dysplasia’

We want to thank you for accepting this manuscript to be published in your journal. We have implemented the required revisions as follows:

- A competing interests section is included.
- An authors’ contributions section is now included.
- All authors’ qualifications were removed.
- The keywords were removed from the abstract.

Other minor revisions that were introduced:

- In the second paragraph under the introduction, in the second sentence the word ‘years’ was added to read: “…affects the 20 to 30 years age group…”
- In the second paragraph on page 6 of the typescript, in the first line, “FD” was changed to “fibrous dysplastic” to read”…osteomalacic changes, fibrous dysplastic bone shows…”

We have also checked the manuscript for any typographical errors, and no further changes are necessary.
Yours Sincerely

L FELLER, DMD, MDent
Professor, Chief Specialist
Head: Department Periodontology & Oral Medicine